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2007–08 crisis 6

accounting classification of
products 31

ADS BCI (Arouba Diebold Scotti
Business Conditions Index)
62–63

ALM (asset liability
management) 94

Amihud and Mendelson model
89

Arouba Diebold Scotti Business
Conditions Index (ADS BCI)
62–63

ASF (available stable funding)
factor 96

asks 138
asset liability management

(ALM) 94
asset liquidity measurement

87–91
assets

documentation-related liquidity
risks 154

first-level 47–48
‘high quality’ 18–19
levels 46–51

liquid assets 46–51
liquidation-adjusted VaR 135
liquidity cover ratio 46–51
liquidity measurement 87–91
liquidity risk 5–6, 8
market liquidity 125–126
refinancing 46–51, 156–157
required stable funding for

97–99
second-level 49–51
types graph 47

asset stocks profitability 170
assumptions modelling 106–108
available stable funding (ASF)

factor 96

back/front office functions 67–68
balance, long-term 93–122
balance sheet contingency plan

164
banks/banking

assumptions modelling
107–108

cash-flow ladder 39–40
contingency funding plan 166
correspondent banking 30–31,

77

181
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182 INDEX

banks/banking (Continued)
counterbalancing capacity 4,

20, 77
customer deposit modelling

100–101
depositor behaviours 105
deposit stability 103–104
funding 23–26
governance principles 143–144,

146, 148
interbank fund payment

systems 70
intraday liquidity management

67–68
market liquidity 125–126
refinancing funds 16–19
required stable funding for

assets 97
risk management framework

9–14
scenario analysis 120
settlement banks 69–71, 73–75
stress testing 111–113,

118–119
structural funding 94–95
Value at Risk 128
wholesale banks 22

Basel 2.5, liquidity risk horizons
139

Basel 3
contractual cash flows 40
liquidity risk indicators 59
long-term funding requirements

22–23
market liquidity 16, 18
reverse stress testing 119
total net cash outflows 21

Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (BCBS) 15–17,
52–53, 56, 138, 143–144

behavioural changes, customers
28–29

see also customer behaviour;
depositor behaviours

bid-ask spreads 88, 124,
127–129, 131

bids 138
board roles 112–113, 149
bonds see government bond yield

curves; zero-coupon bonds

capital, stress testing 122
cash-flow ladder 37–45

contractual cash flows 40
flows without contractual

certainty 42–43
key elements 38–39
mapping onto ladder 41–42
refinancing funds 44
short-term funding 37–45
total ladder calculation 44–45
transferability of fund 44
unexpected cash flows 43

cash flows 140–141, 155
cash inflows 56–58
cash outflows 21–22, 51–58
CDSs (credit default swaps) 61
central banks 5–6, 62, 104

see also banks/banking
centralized liquidity management

152–153
CFP see contingency funding

plan
Chief Risk Officers (CROs) 15
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Index 183

Citigroup Surprise index 64
client securities regulatory

frameworks 21
see also customers; investors

close-out netting 29–30
CLS (continuous linked

settlement) system 31
collateral, additional 55
collateral management 155
collateral posting 147, 154–155
commercial network transactions

43
communication, depositor

behaviours 106
company-specific information

160
complex financial derivatives

25–26
concentration of funding sources

83–87, 157
confidence crises 8
contagion risks 83, 126
contingency funding

control processes 152
governance principles 147–148
obligations, cash outflows 56

contingency funding plan (CFP)
164–168

contingency plans 33–35,
164–168

contingent liability exposures
40

continuous linked settlement
(CLS) system 31

contracts, covenants 27
contractual cash flows 40
contractual loans 56

contractual uncertainty, cash-flow
ladder 43

control function staff, banks 11
controls

see also internal control
framework 143–168
governance principles 143–148
improving 117
liquidity risk 150–151
processes 148–155

cooperative mechanism, intraday
liquidity risk 71, 73, 74, 75

coordinating liquidity
management 152–153

core level, non-maturity deposits
102

Cornish–Fisher expansion 129
corporate depositor behaviour

104
correspondent banking 30–31, 77
costs

assumptions modelling and
106–108

liquidation-adjusted VaR 135
of liquidity 146
market liquidity 123, 128, 132
non-maturity deposits 102

counterbalancing asset stocks 170
counterbalancing capacity 4, 20,

77, 148
counterparties, funding

concentration 85–86
covenants funding 27–28
coverage ratio 95

see also liquidity
cover/coverage ratio

credit crunch 74–75
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184 INDEX

credit default swaps (CDSs) 61
credit lines

cash inflows 57
cash outflows 55–56
intraday liquidity risk 81

creditors, covenants 27
credit risk limits 161
credit spread information 159
creditworthiness, funding 83
crises

2007–08 crisis 6
confidence 8–9
customer deposit modelling 103
market liquidity 126
scenario analysis 120

crisis indicators
intraday liquidity management

69
liquidity risk 62–64

crisis management, contingency
plans 33–35, 165

CROs (Chief Risk Officers) 15
cross-spreads 61
currencies 58, 86–87, 157–158
custody activities 30–31
customer behaviour

changes 28–29
interest rates and 108

customer deposit modelling
99–111

customers
see also client…
governance principles 146
intraday liquidity risk 81

data quality, stress testing 115
debt market information 159

deep markets 131–132
demand deposits 109, 111
deposit modelling 99–111
depositor behaviours 104–106
deposit stability 53–54, 103–104
derivatives 25–26, 32–33, 55, 58,

116
discounted cash flows 111
distribution of reporting 160–161
diversification 147
diversified funding sources 31–32
documentary frameworks 149
documentation-related liquidity

risks 154–155
documentation risk 28
dynamic regression models

109–111

ECB (European Central Bank) 6
economies of scale 137
endogenous liquidity risk 132,

137–138
escalation procedures 163
estimated net return variance

(EWMA) 130
Eurocoin Growth Indicator, New

Eurocoin index 63
European Central Bank (ECB) 6
event analysis, stress testing 118
EWMA (estimated net return

variance) 130
execution lag,

liquidation-adjusted VaR 136
exogenous liquidity risk 132,

137–138
exposures 154, 155–161
extreme shocks 120–121
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Index 185

financial sector information 159
first-level assets 47–48
flexibility, stress testing 114
forecasting intraday liquidity risk

80
foreign exchange indicators

61–62
forward-looking outcomes, stress

testing 118
frequency of reporting 160–161
front/back office functions 67–68
funding concentration 83–87,

157
high risk examples 84
key elements 85
significant counterparties 85–86
significant currencies 86–87
significant products 86
time buckets 87

funding/funds 1–35, 169–170
see also short-term funding
cash flow ladder 44
costs, assumptions modelling

106–108
counterbalancing capacity 148
customer deposit modelling

100–103
definitions 4–9
determining availability 95–96
diversification of sources 31–32
factors driving liquidity 24
liquidity risk 4–15, 37, 148
long-term balance 93–99
long-term requirements 22–23
market liquidity 1–35, 124–126,

148
for refinancing 44

regulatory frameworks 15–35
reporting frequency/distribution

161
risks 4–15, 37, 116, 147–148
through securitization 26–28
transferability 44
in various currencies 157–158

GDP (gross domestic product) 63
Germany ZEW indicator of

economic sentiment 63
Global Risk Aversion Index

(GRAI) 65–66
governance principles 143–148
government bond yield curves 61
GRAI (Global Risk Aversion

Index) 65–66
granular testing 117
gross domestic product (GDP) 63

haircuts 50, 75–76, 156
hedging strategies 108
highest quality assets, LCR 49
high quality assets/securities 18,

19, 46–47, 51
holding period, VaR

liquidation-adjusted 133–134
hypothetical stress testing 114

ICAAP (internal capital adequacy
assessment process) 122

ILQ (market illiquidity) 90
inflationary rates 107
information gathering

company-specific 160
financial sector 159
markets 158–159
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186 INDEX

interbank fund payment systems
70

interbank lending, market
liquidity 126

interest rate risk 107–108
interest rates, non-maturity

deposits 101–102, 108–109
internal capital adequacy

assessment process (ICAAP)
122

internal capital, stress testing 122
internal control, liquidity risk

13–14
internal procedures, CFP 168
internal rules, liquidity risk limit

setting 164
internet accounts 106
interval structures, cash-flow

ladder 39–40
intraday credit lines 81
intraday liquidity management

67–71
intraday liquidity risk 66–82, 147

cooperative mechanism 71, 73,
74, 75

critical obligations 81
haircuts to pledges 75–78
Lehman Brothers 79
liquidity buffers 77–78
liquidity management 67–71
liquidity optimization

mechanisms 78–79
maximum liquidity requirement

80–81
monitoring 76, 80–82
payments ensured on behalf of

customers 81

stress scenarios 73–75, 82
structural/liquidity needs 76–78
timing of payments 82

intraday payment system 29
investment, off-balance sheet 26
investors’ behavioural changes

28–29

Jarrow and van Deventer model
109–111

kurtosis, market liquidity 129

larger counterbalancing asset
stocks 170

LA-VaR (liquidation-adjusted
VaR) 133–140

LCR see liquidity cover/coverage
ratio

legal constraints, monitoring 155
legal entities 152–153, 166
Lehman Brothers 19–20, 77, 79
Level 1 assets 47–48
Level 2A/2B assets 49–51
liabilities, elements 94–95
limit maps, liquidity 163
limit order book, market liquidity

130–131
liquidation-adjusted VaR

(LA-VaR) 133–140
liquidity cost component,

non-maturity deposits 102
liquidity cover/coverage ratio

(LCR) 45–58
see also coverage ratio
assets for refinancing 46–51
calculation of 45, 51
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Index 187

cash inflows 56–58
cash outflows 51–56
countries graph 48
governance principles 144
market liquidity 16–20, 22
regulatory prescriptions 45–46
reporting frequency/distribution

161
setting limits 162
total net cash outflows in

upcoming month 51–58
in various currencies 157–158

liquidity horizons, definition
139

liquidity ladder see cash-flow
ladder

liquidity optimization
mechanisms 78–79

liquidity risk 2–15
appetite for 144–145
calculation 128
Chief Risk Officers 15
definition 4–9
framework 9–14
functions in charge of 150–151
funding 4, 26–27, 37
horizons 138–140
intraday 66–82
management 9–15, 144, 164
market liquidity 2–9
monitoring function 153, 155
rating agencies 32
setting limits 161–164
short-term funding 37–38,

58–66
transparency 32–33
understanding 148

liquidity risk control 112
see also stress testing

liquidity risk indicators 58–66
central bank refinancing 62
credit default swap levels 61
crisis indicators 62–64
critical issues 60
cross-spreads 61
foreign exchange cross-values

61–62
government bond yield curves

61
risk aversion indexes 65–66
testing 60
using indicators 59–60

long-term balance 93–122
customer deposit modelling

99–111
dynamic regression models

109–111
scenario analysis 111–122
stress testing 111–122
structural funding 94–99

long-term funding 22–23

managerial limits, liquidity risk
161–162

managing liquidity risk 9–15,
144, 164

market contingency plan 164
market funding 23–24
market illiquidity (ILQ) 90
market information 158–159
market interest rates 108
market liquidity 1–35, 123–132,

140
market order types 124
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188 INDEX

market-related monitoring tools
158

market risk 7, 127, 161
market volatility 27, 124
mark-to-market value,

non-maturity deposits 107
mass market depositors 104–105
maturing assets 94
maturity, assumptions modelling

107
maturity ladders 42, 141
measurement framework,

governance 146
Mendelson see Amihud and

Mendelson
mid prices, market liquidity 131
money market accounts, Jarrow

and van Deventer model 110
monitoring

intraday liquidity risk 76, 80–82
liquidity exposure 155–161
liquidity risk 153, 155
process recommendations 160

mutual trust, cooperative
mechanism 71, 73, 75

net present value, dynamic
regression models 111

net stable funding ratio (NSFR)
157–158, 161, 162

netting payment systems 29–30
non-asset-backed market access

159
non-maturity deposits 101–102,

107, 108, 109
Northern Rock bank 76
NSFR see net stable funding ratio

off-balance sheet exposures 97,
99

off-balance sheet facilities, cash
outflows 55–56

off-balance sheet investments 26
operational constraints,

monitoring 155
operational limits, liquidity risk

161, 163
organizational structures,

liquidity risk management 150
originate-to-distribute model 24,

125
outflows, total net cash 21–22
oversight, liquidity risk 153

payments 29–30, 67–79
permanent market impact,

liquidation-adjusted VaR 134
pledges, haircuts 75–76
policies, control processes 149
portfolio value, VaR

liquidation-adjusted 133,
135–136

power delegation, liquidity risk
management 151

price impact costs, market
liquidity 128

price movement,
liquidation-adjusted VaR 134,
135–136

prices/pricing
liquidation-adjusted VaR 134
of liquidity 145–146, 171
market liquidity 127, 129, 131

price volatility, market liquidity
126
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Index 189

profitability impact,
counterbalancing asset stocks
170

profit/service centres distinction
149

qualitative approaches, risk
management 12

quantitative requirements,
contingency plans 33

rating agencies, liquidity risk 32
ratios see coverage ratio; liquidity

cover/coverage ratio; net
stable funding ratio; standard
liquidity ratio

real-time payment systems 29
refinancing

assets available for 46–51,
156–157

cash-flow ladder 44
central banks 62
funds 16–19, 44
liquidity risk indicators 62
risk 2–3

regression models, long-term
balance 109–111

regulatory approaches/aspects 38,
103–104

regulatory frameworks
accounting treatment 31
bank funding 23–26
contingency plans 33–35
correspondent banking 30–31
custody activities 30–31
customer behavioural changes

28–29

diversified funding sources
31–32

funding 15–35
long-term funding requirements

22–23
market liquidity 15–35
payment systems 29–30
rating agencies 32
total net cash outflows 21–22
transparency 32–33

regulatory limits, liquidity risk
161

remuneration policies, banks
10–11

remuneration systems 146
reporting

cash-flow ladder 39–40
frequency/distribution 160–161
procedures 163
requirements 156–157,

160–161
risk management 12–13

reputational exposure 74
reputation risk funding 5, 7
required stable funding (RSF)

factor 97–99
resilience modelling, customer

deposits 100–102
resiliency, market liquidity 132
retail customer behavioural

changes 28–29
retail deposit funding 23
retail funding 23, 100
reverse stress testing 118–119
reviews, liquidity risk limit

setting 162–163
risk aversion indices 65–66
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190 INDEX

risk committees 151–152
risk control 68, 153
risk factors 129–130, 139–140
risk governance, bank stress

testing 112–113
risk management

control processes 148, 150–151
governance principles 144–145
liquidity risk 9–15

risk mitigation 119
risk models, scenario analysis 121
risks

see also individual risks;
liquidity risk…; risk…

cash flows at risk 140–141
liquidity funding 116
market liquidity 123, 126–127

roll out assumptions, cash-flow
ladder 43

Roll spread measures 90–91
RSF (required stable funding)

factor 97–99

savings funding 101–103
scenario analysis 12, 25, 111–122
second-level assets 49–51
securities 18–19, 21
securitization, funding 26–28
senior management, banks

112–113
sensitivity analysis, stress testing

118
service centres/profit distinction

149
settlement

banks 69–71, 73–75
CLS system 31

intraday liquidity management
69–71, 73–75

payment systems 29–30
shocks, scenario analysis

120–121
short-term funding 37–91

asset liquidity measurement
87–91

cash-flow ladder 37–45
funding concentration 83–87
intraday liquidity risk 66–82
liquidity cover ratio 45–58
liquidity risk indicators 58–66

sight deposit market 109
sights funding 101–103
skewness, market liquidity 129
SLR (standard liquidity ratio)

89–90
small businesses 54–55, 58
spreads 90–91, 124, 127–129,

131–132, 137–138, 159
stable fraction, non-maturity

deposits 102
stable funding 96–99, 157–158,

161
standard liquidity ratio (SLR)

89–90
stock posting 155
strategies, bank risk management

11–12
stress scenarios, intraday liquidity

risk 73–75, 82
stress testing

contingency plans 34, 164, 166
documentation-related liquidity

risks 154
governance principles 144, 147
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Index 191

internal capital and 122
long-term balance 111–122
methodology 117–118
rationale 113–117
reverse stress testing 118–119
risk management 12

structural funding, long-term
balance 94–99

structural needs, intraday
liquidity risk 76–78

swaps 61
systemic risk, market liquidity 3

technology use, stress testing 115
temporary market impact,

liquidation-adjusted VaR 134
term deposits 54
thin markets 131–132
tightness, market liquidity 132
time buckets 39–40, 87
time horizon, VaR

liquidation-adjusted 133
time periods, stress testing 117
time series, stress testing 115–116
total net cash outflows 21–22
trade volume, asset liquidity

measurement 89, 90
transaction costs,

liquidation-adjusted VaR 135
transferability of funds, cash-flow

ladder 44
transferability of liquidity 146
transparency, liquidity risk 32–33
treasury securities 110
triggers, covenants 27–28
trust 71, 73, 75

uncertainty 43, 64
unencumbered funds 19
unsecured market access 159
US Economic Policy Uncertainty

indicator 64

valuation, complex financial
derivatives 25

Value at Risk (VaR) 123–141
exogenous/endogenous

liquidity risk 137–138
liquidation-adjusted 133–140
market liquidity effects

123–124
market liquidity VaR 124–132

VIX (volatility index) 65
volatile fraction, non-maturity

deposits 102
volatility 27, 124, 126
volatility index (VIX) 65

warning levels, liquidity risk
162–163

Weighted Average Spread (WAS)
138

weighted spread (WS), market
liquidity 131

weighting factors 96–99
wholesale banks 22
wholesale funding 23–24
WS see weighted spread

yield curves, government bonds
61

zero-coupon bonds 110
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